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• Speaker turns form patterns on multi-
minute timescales:
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• Display Dist(minutei, minutej) 



















mr04: Self-sim of turn mxs by KL
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• BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion):
Compare more and less complex models
• For segmentation:
Grow context window from current boundary
For each window, test every possible segmentation
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• Example of boundary finding:
BIC Segmentation
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• Appears to find shifts in turn patterns:
• Evaluate against topic boundaries
(6 meetings, 36 boundaries)
15 (42%) agree to within ± 2 minutes
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• Factors affecting how much one person 
speaks in a given meeting:
relevance/interest of topic to speaker
competition with other speakers
innate tendency to talk - “talkativity” Ts
• Model of expected ‘airtime’ consumed by 
each participant s in meeting m: 
given {Ts}, deviations from expected values 
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• Find best-fitting {Ts} to fit meeting set
Iteratively recalculate {Ts} until (fast) convergence
26 meetings (mr* set), 10 common participants, 
avg 6.9 participants/meeting
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Proportion of meeting time per participant




























Meeting proportions: log2(actual/predicted) 
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